ABSTRACT This paper concerns the beamforming (BF) design for a dual-hop multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) amplify-and-forward (AF) relay network. Both a general antenna configuration and imperfect channel state information are taking into consideration, where multiple antennas are deployed at the source, relay, and destination, channel impairments exist at the source-relay and relay-destination hops. The BF scheme is optimized to maximize the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In order to evaluate the performance of the relay network, asymptotic average symbol error rate (ASER) at high SNR is derived. Computer simulations are conducted to show the superiority of the designed BF scheme and the impacts of channel impairments and antenna configurations on the performance of the MIMO AF relay systems. It is shown that the diversity order of the relay network can be reduced to one due to the channel impairments.
I. INTRODUCTION
In wireless communications, relay protocols have attracted attention as they can extend the coverage, reduce the energy consumption, and increase the system throughput [1] - [3] . Relays are widely used in different applications, such as vehicular networks [4] , [5] , heterogeneous networks [6] , and security networks [7] , [8] . Among various relay protocols, the amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying scheme, which simply amplifies the received signal and re-transmits it to the destination, is one of the most interesting strategies due to its low implementation cost [9] .
Besides relay systems, multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) systems [10] - [13] based on antenna arrays on both transmitter and receiver sides have received considerable attention due to their capability of increasing the capacity and improving the link quality for wireless networks [14] , [15] . In MIMO systems, if the channel state information (CSI) is available at the transmitter, beamforming (BF) [16] can be employed to improve the system performance by steering the transmitted signal along some pre-defined directions to the destination. In order to take advantage of BF and AF relay systems, joint approaches have been studied in [17] - [22] . It is worth pointing out that most of existing works assume the perfect CSI scenario. However, due to the channel impairments (e.g., channel estimation error, feedback delay and quantization errors due to a finite rate feedback), the assumption of perfect CSI is not realistic.
In order to understand the performance of AF relay systems under realistic environments, there have been a lot of works focusing on the performance analysis and system design with imperfect CSI. Among those, in [23] - [26] , under the assumption that the source, relay and destination are equipped with a single antenna, the impact of imperfect CSI on the performance is studied for various relay selection schemes. The effect of feedback delay on the performance of AF partial relay selection over a Nakagami-m fading environment is investigated in [23] , the impact of using outdated channel estimates for relay selection and signal amplification on the performance of AF relays under partial relay selection and opportunistic relay selection is considered in [24] . The effect of outdated CSI on the outage and error rate performance of AF relay selection, where only one out of the set of available relays is activated is studied in [25] , where two variations of AF relay selection, namely, best relay selection and partial relay selection, when the selection is based upon outdated channel estimates is considered therein. While [23] - [25] consider the performance analysis of relay selection, [26] investigates the optimization of relay selection scheme in the presence of imperfect CSI, where the best relay which maximizes the effective SNR at the receiver end is selected. Besides the relay selection scheme, [27] investigates the effect of imperfect CSI on the outage and error probability for the variable-gain relaying, where the relay gain is adjusted based on outdated estimates of the source-relay channel.
There are also works on the performance of AF relay systems with multiple antennas. For example, in [28] - [30] , it is assumed that one or more nodes of the relay system are equipped with multiple antennas. The decremental effect of BF with feedback delay on the performance of a two-hop AF relay network over Rayleigh-fading channels is investigated in [28] , and the effect of feedback delay on the performance of a dual-hop AF relay network with BF in the presence of multiple interferers over Rayleigh fading channels is considered in [29] . In addition, the optimization of an AF relay network with time delay and estimation error in CSI is presented in [30] , where the CSI time delay and estimation error are modeled by the channel time variation model and stochastic error model, respectively. Then, we consider the relay networks where all the nodes are deployed with multiple antennas [31] - [38] . While [31] studies the performance of the system in the presence of the feedback delay, estimation error and spatially-correlated fading, [32] - [38] consider the system optimization with imperfect CSI. The linear transceiver of the relay networks is designed under the minimum mean-square error (MSE) criterion in [32] - [34] , where the imperfect CSIs are categorized as Gaussian random channel uncertainties, channel mean as well as both transmit and receive correlation information and second order moments of channel estimation errors, respectively. Compared with the MSE criterion, the maximum SNR criterion is utilized to show the validity of Grassmannian BF for the limited feedback scenario in [35] . In addition, the statistically robust MIMO relay design problems under two imperfect CSI scenarios: all nodes have imperfect CSI and the destination node knows the exact CSI, while the other nodes have imperfect CSI is addressed in [36] , a broad class of frequently used objective functions in MIMO system are utilized. Linear transceiver design for multi-hop AF MIMO relaying systems with Gaussian distributed channel estimation errors is investigated in [37] , and a multiuser MIMO relay downlink system with imperfect channel estimation and limited feedback is considered in [38] . It should be pointed out that, the CSI in channel models of [3] and [22] are assumed to be perfect, and the optimization in [3] is investigated by taking co-channel interference (CCI) into consideration. However, imperfect CSI is not considered therein. Thus, we investigate imperfect CSI scenario in this paper. To the best of the authors' knowledge, no results have been obtained for the BF weights to maximize the SNR of the MIMO AF relay network with imperfect CSI, where the source, relay and destination are all equipped with multiple antennas. This observation motivates our work in this paper.
In this paper, we first derive the BF weights of the relay network to obtain the maximum SNR at the destination under the assumption of imperfect CSI. We then derive the asymptotic average symbol error rate (ASER) at the high SNR in terms of array gain and diversity order. Finally, computer simulations are presented to show the superiority of the designed BF scheme and the impacts of channel errors and antenna configuration on the performance of the MIMO AF relay systems. It is shown that the diversity order of the relay network becomes 1 due to the channel errors. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we propose the MIMO AF relay network with imperfect CSI, and derive the BF vector to maximize the received SNR. In Section III, we obtain the symptotic ASER at high SNR. Section IV provides numerical results. Finally, Section V draws the conclusion.
Notation: Bold faced letters represent the vectors or matrices, ( ) H the Hermitian transpose, ( ) * the complex conjugate, and E[ ] the expectation. exp( ) denotes the exponential function, | | the absolute value, ( ) the Gamma function, and F the Frobenius norm. ℵ c (m, σ 2 ) stands for a complex Gaussian distribution with mean m and variance σ 2 , and min{a, b} for the minimum of a and b. tr( ) and r( ) denote the trace and rank operator, respectively. I N an N × N sized identity matrix, diag(a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a N ) represents an N × N diagonal matrix with a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a N as its diagonal elements, [A] i,j the (i, j) − th element of a matrix A, and [a] k the k − th element of a vector a. χ 2 n (τ, σ 2 ) a chi-square distributed RV with n degrees of freedom, with sum of mean square as τ and each freedom having variance σ 2 .
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND BF DESIGN
As shown in Fig. 1 , we consider a dual-hop MIMO AF relay network with N s antennas at the source S, N r antennas at the relay R, and N d antennas at the destination D. We assume no direct link between S and D. The total communication covers two time slots. In the first time slot, the source performs BF with w s and transmits the signal x s (t) ∼ ℵ c (0, 1) to the relay through the channel matrix H rs (N r × N s ). The received signal at R can be written as
where P s is the transmit power at S. In the second time slot, the relay first implements BF with an N r × N r BF matrix W r , and then transmits the amplified signal to the destination through the channel matrix From (1), the output signal at D can be derived as 
, respectively. Following (2), the SNR at the destination can be derived as
It is shown in Fig.1 that in each hop, the CSI is estimated at the receiver and fed back to the transmitter through a delayed feedback channel. As such, the channel model of the S − R hop with the channel estimation error and feedback delay can be described as [39] , [40] 
where T d1 is the feedback delay,Ĥ rs (t) is the estimated channel matrix at the relay with
) is the additional channel estimation error matrix caused by the feedback delay, where
Clearly, E e1 is independent ofĤ rs (t) and E d1 . By lettinĝ
e1H rs (t − T d1 ) and the channel error matrix E rs = E e1 + E d1 , the components ofH rs (t − T d1 ) are i.i.d. and follow ℵ c (0, 1). Note that E rs is independent of H rs (t − T d1 ), whose entries are i.i.d. and follow ℵ c (0, 1 − |ρ d1 | 2 1 − σ 2 e1 ), the channel matrix can thus be rewritten as
As we simplify the presentation as H rs = H rs (t),
we have
where
Similarly, the channel model of the R − D hop with channel impairments can be given by
Here, ρ d2 and σ 2 e2 are decided by the characteristic of the channel estimation error and feedback delay of the R − D hop channel.
As only the delayed channels with estimation error of the two hops are present, namely,H rs andH dr are available, whereas the elements of E rs and E dr are random variables (RVs). Thus, our objective should be the maximization of the average SNR [41] , which is averaged over E rs and E dr , and is given by
where the identity tr{AB} = tr{BA} is utilized. Due to the complex mathematical manipulations of (9), we first use the following approximationγ instead of γ (and then taking (7) and (8) into account) [42] in (10), as shown at the top of the next page where the transformation from γ toγ is based on [43] 
where E θ is the mathematical expectation operator with respect to the variable θ . This approximation can be obtained by taking the first term of the Taylors series. Since ρ 1Hrs w s +E rs w s ∼ ℵ c (ρ 1Hrs w s , 1−|ρ 1 | 2 I N r ) and
can be derived as (12) , as shown at the top of the next page.
Since the total transmit power at R is fixed, we have the following constraint
For only one data stream is considered in our model, we restrict the BF scheme at the relay to be one-dimension BF, namely, r(W r ) = 1. By applying the maximum received SNR at the destination as the design criterion, the problem of maximizingγ in (12) with respect to W r , w s and w d under the relay transmit power constraints in (13) can be formulated as (14) , as shown at the top of the next page.
Theorem 1: The solution to the optimization problem in (14) is given by 
When the channel estimation error and feedback delay don't exist, namely, ρ 1 = ρ 2 = 1, the BF scheme of our work coincides with the BF scheme in [35] , thus the BF scheme in [35] is a special case of our work.
In the next section, we derive the asymptotic ASER at the high SNR in terms of array gain and diversity order.
III. ASYMPTOTIC ASER AT HIGH SNR
By substituting the designed BF weights in (15) 
where α = γ s 
and the received SNR in (20) can be upper bounded by
The ASER of the relay network with various modulation formats can be expressed as
where (24) into (25) , the ASER of the relay network can be lower bounded by
where the CDF of γ up is given by [44] (27) At high SNR, namely, γ s → ∞ and γ r → ∞, the CDF of α and β can be approximated by [45] 
i )]γ s and N rs = min{N r , N s }. In addition, we have
By letting γ r = ηγ s and substituting (28) and (30) into (27), we have
Substituting (31) into (26), the asymptotic ASER at high SNR can be represented as
where the integral is solved by [46, eq.(3.381.4) ]. Thus, the ASER at high SNR can be denoted as
where the array gain and diversity order are given as (34) , as shown at the bottom of the next page.
respectively. Before considering the detrimental effect of channel errors on the MIMO AF relay network, we first investigate the system with perfect CSI. The received SNR of the relay network with perfect CSI is given by [35] 
where α = γ s λ rs,1 and β = γ r λ dr,1 with λ rs,1 and λ dr,1 being the largest eigenvalues of H H rs H rs and H dr H H dr , respectively.
The upper bound for (36) can be written as
At high SNR, the CDFs of α and β can be approximated by [47] 
and
respectively, where
. Following the similar procedures as above, the array gain and diversity order of the system with perfect CSI are given by (40) , as shown at the bottom of the next page.
Remark 2: By comparing (35) and (41), it is shown that the channel estimation error and feedback delay have reduced the MIMO AF relay network with perfect CSI from the minimum of the number between the dual-hop channel branches to 1, which demonstrates the huge detrimental effect of channel errors on the system.
IV. COMPUTER SIMULATION
In this section, we carry out computer simulations to investigate the effects of channel errors and antenna configurations on the performance of MIMO AF relay network. Two schemes are compared therein, which are the proposed scheme named 'Optimal design with channel errors' and the maximum eigenmode transmission scheme in [35] , named 'Optimal design without channel errors', where the BF weights given by (18) and (19) are designed by assuming perfect CSI, namely, H rs and H dr are available, but in practical scenarios, due to the channel errors, the calculations in (18) and (19) are based on the delayed channel estimations, namely, by takingH rs andH dr instead of H rs and H dr . Therefore, the scheme of 'Optimal design without channel errors' is not optimal in the presence of channel errors, and the scheme of 'Optimal design with channel errors' is optimized in this scenario. In our simulations, the label (N s , N r , N d ) indicates the combination of antenna numbers at the source, relay and destination. Also, we consider balanced hops with γ s = γ r = γ . Firstly, we examine the impact of channel errors on the OP performance of MIMO AF relay network. The antenna configuration of (2, 4, 2) is studied in the simulations. Three different cases of channel errors are considered in our simulation, that is, (i) minor error, namely, ρ 1 = ρ 2 = 0.7; (ii) moderate error, namely, ρ 1 = ρ 2 = 0.6; (iii) severe error, namely, ρ 1 = ρ 2 = 0.5. The OPs of the two schemes are shown in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that for various channel errors, the system performance of our proposed scheme always outperforms that of 'Optimal design without channel errors' scheme. For example, when OP equals 10 −1 , the SNR gaps between the proposed scheme and the 'Optimal design without channel errors' scheme are about 1.6dB, 2.2dB and 2.8dB for the cases with minor error, moderate error and severe error, respectively. This phenomenon demonstrates that our proposed scheme are always better than the 'Optimal design without channel errors' scheme for various scenarios, and the superiority of our proposed scheme become more obvious as the channel error become more serious. In addition, the system performance upgrades with less channel errors for both the two BF schemes, such as when OP equals 10 −2 , the SNR gap between moderate error case and severe error case are 4.5dB and 3.9dB for 'Optimal design without channel errors' scheme and our proposed scheme, respectively. Secondly, we investigate the effect of antenna configuration on the OP performance of MIMO AF relay network. The OP performance of two schemes with three antenna combinations, namely, (4, 2, 2), (2, 4, 2) and (2, 2, 4), whose total antenna number is fixed as 8, are plotted in Fig. 3 . We consider the moderate error case, namely, ρ 1 = ρ 2 = 0.6 in our simulation. It is shown that for any antenna combination, our proposed scheme has better performance than 'Optimal design without channel errors' scheme. When OP equals 10 −1 , the SNR gaps between the two schemes are 2.8dB, 3.2dB and 1.4dB for (4, 2, 2), (2, 4, 2) and (2, 2, 4) , respectively, which demonstrate the superiority of our proposed scheme. Also, we can see that the OP performance of (2, 4, 2) is better than that of (4, 2, 2) and (2, 2, 4) for both the two schemes which shows that the benefit of deploying multiple antennas at the relay node. In addition, while (4, 2, 2) has 8 links in the S − R hop and 4 links in the R − D hop, (2, 2, 4) has 4 links in the S − R hop and 8 links in the R − D hop. Thus, (4, 2, 2) has more diversity gain in the S − R hop and (2, 2, 4) has more diversity gain in the R − D hop. For the 'Optimal design without channel errors' scheme and our proposed scheme, (2, 2, 4) achieves better performance than that of (4, 2, 2) which indicates that R − D hop is more important than S − R hop for the relay network with channel errors. Finally, we can see that the performance difference between (4, 2, 2) and (2, 2, 4) is obvious for 'Optimal design without channel errors' scheme, but that is tiny for our proposed scheme. We can infer from this phenomenon that the symmetric antenna configurations have similar OP performance with our proposed scheme.
Thirdly, we consider the impact of channel errors and antenna configuration on the ASER of the relay network in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , respectively. The antenna configuration is (2, 4, 2) and the three cases included in Fig. 2 are investigated in Fig. 4 , where similar conclusions can be drawn as in Fig. 2 . When ASER equals 10 −2 , the SNR gaps between the proposed scheme and the 'Optimal design without channel errors' scheme are about 1.4dB, 2.3dB and 3.5dB for the cases with minor error, moderate error and severe error, respectively, which demonstrates the superiority of the proposed scheme. Then, the ASER performance of the two schemes with three antenna combinations, namely, (4, 2, 2), (2, 4, 2) and (2, 2, 4), whose total antenna number is fixed as 8, are plotted in Fig. 5 . We can see that our proposed scheme has better ASER performance than the 'Optimal design without channel errors' scheme for any antenna configuration which shows the efficacy of our BF design. When ASER equals 10 −2 , the SNR gaps between the two schemes are 2.7dB, 3.1dB and 1.3dB for (4, 2, 2), (2, 4, 2) and (2, 2, 4), respectively.
Fourthly, the impact of channel errors and antenna configuration on the ergodic capacity of the relay network are investigated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , respectively. The antenna configuration is (4, 6, 4) and the three cases included in Fig. 2 are investigated in Fig. 6 , and the ergodic capacity of the two schemes with three antenna combinations, namely, (6, 4, 4) , (4, 6, 4) and (4, 4, 6) , whose total antenna number is fixed as 14, are plotted in Fig. 7 . Similar conclusions can be deduced from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 as in the previous figures.
Fifthly, the validity of the asymptotic ASER at high SNR is verified in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for various channel errors and different antenna configurations, respectively. The antenna configuration is (4, 6, 4) and the three cases included in Fig. 2 are investigated in Fig. 8 . It can be seen from the figure that at high SNR, the Monte Carlo simulation results, named 'Exact Analysis' approach the asymptotic ASER calculated by (31) , named 'Asymptotic Analysis', which shows the efficacy of asymptotic ASER expression. We conclude that (40) 21846 VOLUME 5, 2017 the diversity order of the relay network with channel errors equals 1 for various channel errors. In addition, three antenna combinations, namely, (6, 4, 4) , (4, 6, 4) and (4, 4, 6) with total antenna number as 14 are considered in Fig. 9 . Again, the 'Exact Analysis' curves approach the 'Asymptotic Analysis' at high SNR which demonstrates the validity of our asymptotic ASER analysis. For different antenna configurations, the diversity order of the relay network with channel errors still equals 1.
Finally, we consider the effect of finite rate feedback. The antenna configuration is (4, 6, 4) . The feedback BF vectors for the dual-hops in (16) and (17) are quantized with Grassmannian codebook [48] , respectively. Three quantization schemes are taken into consideration, namely, Un-quantized scheme, Grassmannian BF scheme with 3 bits, Grassmannian BF scheme with 2 bits. In the case of minor error case, for anyone of 'optimal design without channel errors' scheme and 'optimal design with channel errors' scheme, the Unquantized scheme always outperform the finite rate feedback scheme. As the quantization bits become less, the performance gets worse. Also for anyone of the three quantization schemes, the performance of 'optimal design with channel errors' scheme is always superior than that of 'optimal design without channel errors' scheme, which demonstrates the robustness of the BF design.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the beamforming scheme for a dual-hop MIMO AF relay network with imperfect CSI has been investigated. It was assumed that multiple antennas are deployed at the source, relay and destination, and the beamforming scheme was designed to maximize the SNR at the destination by considering the channel errors, such as channel estimation error and feedback delay, which exist at both the source-relay and relay-destination hop. In order to evaluate the performance of the relay network, asymptotic result of ASER at high SNR has been derived. Computer simulations have been conducted to show the superiority of the designed BF scheme, and the impacts of channel errors and antenna configurations on the performance of the MIMO AF relay systems. Furthermore, it was shown that the diversity order of the relay network becomes 1 due to the channel errors although multiple antennas are used at each node.
The equality holds only when
By utilizing (49), (52) and (55), we have the W r to achieve the upper bound as
Substituting (42) and (56) into (13), we have 
